THIRD GRADE

1- Yellow Highlighter
1- Box of Crayons – 24 Count
48- #2 Ticonderoga Pencils – Sharpened
1-Medium Sized Scissors (Pointed)
3-Boxes of Kleenex
3-Large Glue Sticks
1-Bottle of Elmer’s Glue – Orange Top (4 oz.)
5 - Packs of 3x3 Post Its (individual pads, not one big cube)
1-Set of Washable Broad Tip Markers-Classic Colors
1-Set of Colored Pencils- Sharpened
3-Double Pocket Plastic Folders NO CLASPS
1- 3 Hole Punch plastic RED Folder
3-Composition Book- Wide Ruled (No Spirals)
1-Regular Black Sharpie Permanent Markers (no names)
8-Fat Black Expo Dry Erase Markers (no names)
3 - Pink pearl erasers
1-Box of Ziploc Quart Size Bags - GIRLS Only
1-Box of Ziploc Gallon Size Bags - BOYS Only
1-Pair of Tennis Shoes (To be left at school)
1 - Roll of Paper Towel
1- Old Oversized T-Shirt for ART Projects (to be kept at school)
1 - Set of Earbuds or headphones (to be left at school)
1 - Individual pencil sharpener (closed sharpener type)
1 - Plastic shoebox size storage bin with lid